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Central IssueSouthwest Airlines started its service June 18, with three operating flights to Houston, Dallas, and San
Antonio. It has grown to become the .

All these particularities about the ways and structures of SWA, were complemented with operational and
product innovations that reinvented the service concept about air transportation logistics. The company started
flying to Denver in January  Compare Investment Accounts. Southwest airlines mission is to provide
dedication to the highest quality of customer service that is delivered with warmth, pride, friendliness, and
company spirit. Through this sound strategy, Southwest has achieved multiple competitive advantages that
have allowed it to stay relevant in the face of an evolving landscape. Rolling King was a client of Kelleher
who at the time was a lawyer with the idea of starting a low-fare, no frills airline to fly between major cities in
Texas. Nevertheless, Southwest Airlines was able to compromise on the Wright Amendment that allowed
flights from Love Field to Texas' four contiguous states. In the end the turnaround process is a team process.
As a result, the company installed blended winglets on all the planes to reduce lift drag and allow planes reach
flight levels quicker cutting fuel cost. Nuts about Southwest. Dimensions of service expectations had been
studied by Van Pham Pham and found that over 5 areas, reliability the airline's ability to perform the promised
dependably and accurately , assurance knowledge and courtesy of airline's employees and their ability to
convey trust and confidence , tangibles appearance of the airlines' ground facilities, aircraft, personnel and
communication materials , empathy caring individualized attention the airline provides its customers and
responsiveness willingness to help customers and provide prompt service , US passengers prefer reliability
and responsiveness Pham  It has been able to make profit consistently and has sustained itself through difficult
situations like recession, energy crisis, and September 11 terrorist attacks. New York, Free Press. Fancy
relaxed atmosphere in the flights, produced by amicable campaigns like "All you need is LUV" American
Stock Exchange ticker symbol from the airline , changing the Texas Love Field into an icon. Quality: we can
divide this word into two questions: 1 what would be considered by the client as added value? The issue was
that downtown Dallas could not geographically expand at a time when air traffic was on a constant rise.
Reliability and cost efficiency of the operation. Other area of specialization that could represent trouble to
SWA in times of globalization was the focus on short flights. Or "nuts about Southwest", as nuts and soft
drinks was all what they served during long fights Southwest-Airlines  It breaks the assumption that having a
wide variation of services directly produces increase in perceived value, while the real effect is increased cost
of operation due to stock loss of profit, increase of hidden dead times and indirect costs due to complexity of
logistics. Is it that they are misinformed or simply unaware of how Southwest Airlines compares to other
carriers? Rolling King was a client of Kelleher who at the time was a lawyer with the idea of starting a
low-fare, no frills airline to fly between major cities in Texas. It became a major airline in when it exceeded
revenues of one billion dollars. More than Southwest flights were canceled on Tuesday. Marketing,
advertising and promotion strategies Southwest Airlines puts much effort into the adverts and promotions it
makes in order to have the desired response from customers. Through mergers and global alliances, Delta Air
Lines, which acquired Northwest in , and the more recently merged United Airlines and Continental are now
more formidable rivals. Human Resources, high compromise, productivity and training, protection employees
in times of crisis, familiar and positive environment, permanent training. When rival airlines were bleeding
billions of dollars, Southwest was churning out consistent profits as a low-cost carrier â€” even when fuel
prices soared. To ensure the right mix of team members, Southwest has stringent hiring practices and policies.
The airline has leased and owned , and Boeing  What today is natural to us like low fare airlines and simplified
operational schemes, was in great part founded by this company. They can offer their passengers access to
cities across the United States along with connections to the four corners of the world â€” something
Southwest cannot do. This network, immersed into the environment evolution, is a complete systemic unit,
where paradigm changes must be supported with operational actions so innovation becomes a living force that
changes competing profiles. Flight transportation quit to be a luxurious service for high classes and began to
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compete with land transportation train, bus, car , turning into a basic service required by vast number of
middle class North Americans.


